Based on machine learning technique and oil well efficiency project practical problem, to the complicated circumstance of oil well efficiency, non-linear machine learning support vector machines ( SVM ) shows a better analysis results than the classified prediction result of linear machine learning logistics regression ( LR ). This paper analyzed and derived the theorems and classification reason of logistics regression and support vector machines. The experiments calculated and compared the accuracies of these two algorithms under the same conditions, the result conforms the conclusion.
Introduction
With the digitalization development of oil well, both data source of mass production parameters and real time data collection technique support oil well production with optimized decision [1] . Using machine learning to clear up, integrate, convert, develop applications and optimize analysis of oil well data is a new reasonable scientific method of oil well data analysis system. Nowadays, the oil well parameters used in data analysis algorithm are relatively simple, in lack of polyphyletic parameters, evaluation standard and data redundancy [2] . Moreover, with some oil wells entered middle or later periods of high water cut stage, the features like low permeability and resistivity of complicated accumulation layer can cause general manual analysis and linear analysis invalid [3] . In the angle of intelligent machine learning, we propose a nonlinear SVM classification algorithm in this paper, building up the structure of data development system and pattern recognition model of polyphyletic parameters, using SVM through high-dimensional feature space map and hyperplane optimized classification can solve oil well nonlinear parameters analysis and pattern recognition issue.
Polyphyletic parameters oil well pattern recognition model
In the production of oil well, surveillance center collects, transfers, analyzes and releases the real time data of pressure, temperature, electric voltage, electric current and load, which helps the administrator to know the real time working conditions well and makes the oil well operate under high efficiency and low consumption condition [4] [5] . For working conditions, they are mainly indicator diagrams, electric current peak value, equilibrium ratio, electric voltage, pump stroke number, pump pressure, return pressure, oil pressure and casing pressure. For production parameters, they are mainly daily fluid production and return oil temperature. These data are the source of the system which satisfies ordering, continuity and real-time ability. After linear data development of production parameter data source, the decision maker can get the technical qualification like system efficiency and working conditions at presentation layer. 
Nonlinear SVM

Kernel method
Kernel method can solve the problem of nonlinear classification through nonlinear transform [6] . When the input space is Euclid space or disjoint set feature space is Hilbert space, kernel method means the inner product of feature vectors derived from the process which converts input data from input space to feature space. The study of nonlinear data can be done through this kernel method, and finally obtain the nonlinear SVM. The entire procedure equals to the implicit study of linear SVM in high-dimensional feature space.
Kernel method is shown in Figure 2 . The general idea is using a nonlinear transform to change the input space into a feature space, which can convert the hypersurface model in original space into a hyperplane model in feature space. That means the nonlinear classification problem in original space is converted to a problem can be solved by linear SVM in feature space. The general idea of SVM is to solve the problem of correct classification of data set and maximize the geometric margin. There can be multiple separating hyperplanes but there are only one separating hyperplane with the maximum geometric margin. The direct explanation of maximizing the geometric margin is that the hyperplane with maximum geometric margin gained from classification equals to classify training data by sufficient certainty factor. Not only to classify correctly, but also separate the nearest points with sufficient certainty factor. This process can provide determined data with a good predictive ability, which is called generalization ability.
When coping with nonlinear problem, after converting into high-dimensional space, it is usually hard to find a hyperplane which can completely separate the data points, which means there are some singular points. But after wiping off those singular points, most of the left part are linearly separable. In order to solve this problem, we import a slack variable to the training sample. In the situation of soft margin, the SVM training problem can be: Where C is penalty parameter. When C increases, the mistake classification penalty increases as well. Adjust the target function in order to minimize the number of singular points meanwhile maximize the margin.
Linear logistic regression algorithm
Linear logistic regression algorithm is a classic classification method in statistics study which belongs to linear log model. It is a classification model represents by conditional probability distribution P(Y/X), which is a judgment model. It can be derived from the linear regression model h w (x)=w T x and the sigmoid curve:
Where x is the input, y is the output, w is weighted factor and wx is the inner product. Logistic regression distribution function and density function is shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 . Logistic regression distribution function and density function Logistic regression compares the difference between two conditional probabilities and sort the example x into the lager probability group.
To the provided training data set, we can use the maximum likelihood to estimate the model parameter to obtain the logistic model. Assuming
The likelihood function is
The logarithm likelihood function
Experiment design and results
oil well system efficiency experiment design
System efficiency is the most important factor to qualify pump systems. Pump system efficiency is the ratio of useful power of lifting liquid to input power in a unit time, which is an essential factor of production. As a result, the experiment set system efficiency as the target factor. Assume when system efficiency is larger than 45% as positive, while smaller than 45% as negative.
In data mining, the parameters, such as displacement, load, temperature and voltage, of pump in oil exploration correspond to the classification mission in estimation model. With the analysis of pump's system efficiency, we can know that there can be influence factors listed in Table 1 . The data in Table 1 was obtained from every oil well at the same time with a sample of 2000. According to the data and application development, the followings are the general procedure: 1 To guarantee the effectivity of data, we need to collect all possible related information according to the predicted oil well. 2 Pre-process the data with smoothing, normalization and denoising methods. 
classification results
Taking oil wells in Dagang Oil Field as example, the experiment operated in python by using SVM and LR algorithm. Taking 1980 oil wells as training data and the rest 20 oil wells as prediction. According to experience, the design parameter C=0.8, kernel function is RBF and standard deviation is 0.5 for SVM; the design parameter C=1…….for LR. The comparisons of predicted efficiency and real efficiency are listed in Table 2 . Table 2 
result analysis
Under the logistic model, there are 15 correct classifications which means the accuracy reaches 75%. Under the SVM model, there are 18 correct classifications with the accuracy of 90%, which meets the prediction need. With the PCA dimensionality reduction method, we can reduce the 17 dimensional data to 2 dimensional in consideration of visualization, whose result shows in Figure 4 . The set of whole points in Figure 4 means the determined dataset. Squares mean the correct classifications of SVM while stars mean that of LR. The overlapping parts are correct in both algorithms and red crosses are classification errors. Data distribution is more complicated to an oil well system because of the high dimensional and there can be a huge influence on data collection according to the environment. In this situation, the collection error of one or some kinds of data is possible, as well as the uneven data distribution. Classic manual analysis like indicator diagram and linear analysis like LR does not work well. Under this circumstance, maximized interval of sample points and SVM using kernel method are better for nonlinear complex data process.
Further work
The paper starts with theory algorithm analysis corresponding with project experiment result, in order to prove the nonlinear SVM algorithm works better than linear LR algorithm on oil well system analysis and efficiency prediction. As a result, when analyzing a complicated oil well system, nonlinear SVM may be a better choice. Due to the limitation of dataset, the experiments can be operated on one machine. But when the dataset reaches a level, then the processing method need to be changed into distribution method, which means we need distribution machine learning to improve it.
